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Abstract
In reading of sentences with ambiguous pronouns, implicit causality of the verb in the sentence provides
a bias toward either the subject or object of the sentence. Previous research has shown that this effect
is present and stable in many different languages, suggesting that it might be a cognitive or linguistic
universal. If this is the case, it poses the question whether bilingual and trilingual speakers are able to use
this information when interpreting ambiguous pronouns in their second language (L2). Previous research
has suggested that for L2 pronoun interpretation, even near-native L2 learners show a stronger preference
for subject antecedents than native speakers. In order to find a possible answer to the aforementioned
question, a four-fold experiment was designed and executed with Dutch, Dutch-Frisian and native English
subjects performing an English experiment, and Dutch subjects performing a Dutch experiment, allowing
for comparison of the different groups as well as a direct comparison of pronoun resolution in the first and
second language. Results confirmed that Dutch verbs show biases consistent with English verbs when used
with translated connectives. Additionally, bilinguals and trilinguals are found to use implicit causality
information in the same way as native speakers, showing the same connective effects. No evidence of a
subject preference was found. This is consistent with the suggestion that implicit causality is a cognitive
or linguistic universal.

I. Introduction

Interpersonal verbs contain implicit (seman-
tic) information about the cause of the situ-
ation they describe. In sentences containing

these verbs and an ambiguous pronoun, this
implicit causality helps to resolve the meaning
of the pronoun. Consider sentence (1):

(1) “Owen scared Luke, because he . . . ”

Owen caused Luke to be scared. Because of
this, a majority of people will link the pronoun
‘he’ in the sentence to Owen.

Such implicit causality biases are a type of
semantic information shown by many groups
of verbs. These biases have been shown to be
used consistently in the native language (L1)
for many different languages, and may be a

cognitive or linguistic universal (Hartshorne
et al., 2013). The question arises whether they
are also consistently used when processing am-
biguous pronouns in a second language (L2).
In the present study native English speakers,
Dutch bilinguals and Dutch-Frisian trilinguals
were tested in native and non-native pronoun
resolution for sentences such as (1).

L2 research suggests that L2 speakers will
make greater use of semantic information such
as implicit causality biases compared to other
cues (Clahsen and Felser, 2006). In contrast,
L2 pronoun interpretation research has shown
that even advanced L2 learners seem to show a
preference for subject antecedents (Ellert, 2013;
Sorace and Filiaci, 2006).

Using a forced choice test and sub-
ject/object biased verbs, results confirmed that
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implicit causality biases were used consistently
between English and Dutch sentences. No sig-
nificant difference was found between native
and non-native experiments, suggesting that –
contrary to previous studies on L2 pronoun in-
terpretation – L2 speakers make use of implicit
causality information for pronoun resolution.
No evidence for a preference for subject an-
tecedents was found. Results support the view
that implicit causality is a cognitive or linguis-
tic universal. Future research can confirm this
for additional languages.

II. Background

Implicit causality

Ferstl et al. (2011) have stated that “an event
or state is said to have an implicit cause when
the way it is described suggests, but does not
explicitly state, how it was caused” (p. 124).
This means that in a situation where no expla-
nation is given as to how the situation came to
be, a reader is still able to determine the cause
of the situation. Consider the following short
sentence:

(2) “Alexander impresses George”

From this sentence it is clear that George is
impressed by Alexander, but not why (e.g., “be-
cause he can juggle three chainsaws”). Accord-
ing to Garvey and Caramazza (1974), “a num-
ber of verbs when used, at least, with nouns
referencing human or animal beings import an
implicit attribution of the cause of the action
or attitude indicated by the verb. One or the
other of the noun phrases is implicated as the
locus of the underlying cause of the action or
attitude” (p. 460). For a sentence such as (2),
the basic structure can be described as subject
verb object. Dependent on the verb used in the
sentence, either the subject (NP1) or the object
(NP2) will be implicated as the cause of the sit-
uation that the phrase describes. Those verbs
that place the cause on the NP1 are noted as
NP1 verbs, and those that place the cause on
the NP2 are noted as NP2 verbs.

The effects of implicit causality can be seen
most clearly in the strong continuation biases it
induces. For instance, if a sentence such as (2)
is to be followed by a causal clause (e.g. “be-
cause . . .”), a majority of people asked to write
a continuation for the sentence is expected to
continue with regard to the noun phrase that
is implicated by the verb (e.g., for sentence (2)
a participant might continue the sentence with
the aforementioned causal clause “because he
can juggle three chainsaws”).

Causal sentences such as (2) have a tempo-
ral element, where in general the cause occurs
before the effect. In the case of some connec-
tives, the clause order can be reversed (Bebout
et al., 1980). The general structure of a sen-
tence with the connective because is effect be-
cause cause, while the general structure of a
sentence with the connective so is cause so ef-
fect. This reversal of clause order influences
the continuation bias. Consider sentences (3)
and (4).

(3) “Angela likes Kyle because . . . ”

(4) “Angela likes Kyle so . . . ”

In sentence (3), the continuation of the sentence
is expected to regard the cause implicated by
‘likes’, which is NP2, ‘Kyle’. A possible contin-
uation of the sentence is “. . . he is sweet and
kind-hearted”. In contrast, the continuation
of sentence (4) is expected to regard the non-
causal argument, which is NP1, ‘Angela’. A
possible continuation of the sentence is “. . . she
sits beside him in class”.

The continuation bias is especially impor-
tant in sentences where the subject and object
are of the same gender, and the second clause
of the sentence contains a non-reflexive pro-
noun (e.g., sentence (5)).

(5) “Ronald verb Adam because he . . . ”

In such sentences, the pronoun is ambiguous
and can be resolved to either of the noun
phrases. The implicit causality of the verb that
is used in the sentence influences the resolu-
tion of the pronoun to one of the noun phrases.
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If an NP1 verb is used, a majority of people
(over 80%, see appendix A) asked to resolve the
pronoun are expected to indicate that it refers
to NP1. Similarly, using an NP2 verb creates a
resolution bias towards NP2.

Previous studies on implicit causality have
shown that it is stable across greatly vary-
ing languages and cultures, suggesting that
it might be a cognitive or linguistic univer-
sal (Hartshorne et al., 2013). These studies
have however focussed on the use of implicit
causality in the participants’ native language.
Additionally, most of these studies have used
only the connective ‘because’. This gives an
opportunity to extend the research in both di-
mensions, connecting native as well as second
languages to sentences using both the connec-
tives ‘because’ and ‘so’.

Second language processing

Much research has been done regarding the
processing of a target language by L2 learners,
and how this differs from the processing of the
language by native speakers.

For bilingual and trilingual speakers, in-
volvement of multiple languages has been
shown to cause a slowdown in the processing
of input, especially in the weaker languages (L2
and L3). This slowdown is found to be greater
when more languages are involved (Aparicio
and Lavaur, 2014). This apparent increase in
processing can cause differences between the
results of bilingual and trilingual participants.
Such differences may occur in the use of se-
mantic versus syntactic information.

In their 2006 paper, Clahsen and Felser
researched the grammatical processing as
present in L1 speakers and L2 learners. There
exists an apparent paradox concerning the pro-
cessing of linguistic input. On the one hand,
processing a language requires intimate knowl-
edge of the language’s rules and grammatical
structure. On the other hand, building knowl-
edge of the language’s grammar requires the
ability to process its linguistic input. For any
complete theory of language acquisition, this is

a challenge, and requires a fuller understand-
ing of the processing strategies utilized by lan-
guage learners (Clahsen and Felser, 2006).

Clahsen and Felser propose the “shallow
structure hypothesis”. According to them,
“adult L2 learners have been found to rely on
lexical, semantic, and pragmatic information
in the same way as native speakers, whereas ef-
fects of syntactic structure that were seen in na-
tive speakers appear to be absent in L2 process-
ing” (Clahsen and Felser, 2006, p. 31). For indi-
viduals processing a sentence in their second
language, the semantic information present in
a sentence is expected to be of greater impor-
tance than it is for a native speaker of the lan-
guage. Because implicit causality is semantic
information, it is expected to guide the pro-
cessing of L2 sentences, showing greater biases
in pronoun resolution. In the present study,
a difference is expected in implicit causality
biases between L1 and L2 speakers, as well as
between bilingual and trilingual speakers.

Pronoun resolution preferences

Ellert (2013) studied a group of Dutch learners
of German (L2-G), who were tasked with lis-
tening to spoken German and resolving both
personal and d-pronouns (German der, Dutch
die; ‘he’) to either the NP1 or NP2 mentioned in
a previous sentence. At the same time, their eye
movements on a screen showing pictures relat-
ing to the sentences were being tracked. Na-
tive speakers of both Dutch and German have
been found to show a general preference for
resolving personal pronouns towards the topi-
cal entity (the subject of the previous sentence),
and resolving d-pronouns to the non-topical
entity (the object of the previous sentence). Ir-
respective of the presence of this preference in
both languages, the L2-G participants showed
an overall preference for resolving towards the
topical entity, regardless of the type of pronoun
in the sentence (Ellert, 2013).

In the same study, Ellert split the partici-
pants into two separate groups, which were
separated by their level of proficiency in Ger-

1Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, a guideline for classifying language proficiency
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man. This proficiency level was classified ac-
cording to CEFR1. Ellert found that the more
proficient participants showed resolution pref-
erences more similar to those found in native
speakers. This suggests that in L2 learning,
learners first apply general strategies, before
learning to apply the more specialized strate-
gies utilized by native speakers (Ellert, 2013).
In the present study, such an overall preference
for subject antecedents is expected for partici-
pants with lower English proficiency.

Sorace and Filiaci (2006) studied assign-
ment of subject pronouns to an NP in backward
and forward anaphora sentences between na-
tive and near-native speakers of Italian. In con-
trast to the native speakers, near-native speak-
ers are found to mostly select the subject as
the best antecedent in backward anaphora sen-
tences. In doing this, they violate the strat-
egy utilized by native speakers (Sorace and
Filiaci, 2006). In their paper, Sorace and Filiaci
attribute the differences between native and
non-native speakers to greater processing de-
mands for backwards anaphora sentences. In
the present study, greater processing demands
related to resolution of ambiguous pronouns
can cause similar differences between L1 and
L2 speakers.

Both these studies suggest that for L2 in-
put, L2 learners are expected to show a prefer-
ence to resolve an ambiguous pronoun to the
subject of the sentence due to the amount of
processing required for the ambiguous input.
Meanwhile, native speakers are expected to uti-
lize the appropriate mechanisms for parsing of
ambiguous input, and to show different results
from L2 learners.

Present study

L2 learners seem to rely more on the seman-
tic information available in a sentence when
processing L2 input. Because implicit causal-
ity is a type of semantic information, the pro-
noun resolution biases that are the effect of this
implicit causality are expected to be stronger
when participants are asked to resolve the pro-
nouns of sentences in their second language.

In addition to this, it might hold true that this
increase in the effect of implicit causality is ad-
ditive for multilingual speakers, which leads
to the expectation that for participants resolv-
ing the pronouns of sentences in their third
language the pronoun resolution biases will
be stronger than for participants resolving pro-
nouns in their second language.

On the other hand, L2 learners may experi-
ence an overload in the processing of ambigu-
ous sentences. In this case, it is expected that
L2 participants show a strong pronoun reso-
lution bias towards the subject of a sentence,
regardless of the implicit causality information.

An underlying question in the research per-
formed in the present study is that of how
knowledge of implicit causality is acquired.
The stability across languages, combined with
the results of this research may indicate that
implicit causality is part of the proposed UG.
It is however possible that implicit causality
stems mostly from world knowledge, acquired
over the years.

As is shown in Hartshorne et al. (2013),
implicit causality produces very consistent re-
sults with regard to pronoun resolution bias
for several languages. This, combined with the
information on second language processing,
gives rise to the question whether L2 speakers
make use of implicit causality when resolving
ambiguous pronouns in their second or third
language, or whether the amount of processing
required for ambiguous and non-native input
is great enough to cause them to show prefer-
ence towards the subject antecedent, or even
simply make a guess at the resolution of the
pronoun. This leads to the research question:
Do L2 speakers make use of implicit causal-
ity information in the resolution of ambiguous
pronouns?

III. Method

Studying the effects of implicit causality in
a participant’s second language can be done
by determining the differences in pronoun
resolution for L1 and L2 speakers, and by ex-
tension determining the object bias for each
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of the individual groups. In order to deter-
mine these differences in pronoun resolution
biases between the first and second language,
a web-based experiment was devised which
was partitioned into four distinct versions. In
the experiments, data was collected in the fol-
lowing conditions:

• Pronoun resolution in English, per-
formed by native English speakers.

• Pronoun resolution in Dutch, performed
by Dutch bilinguals.

• Pronoun resolution in English, per-
formed by Dutch bilinguals.

• Pronoun resolution in English, per-
formed by Dutch-Frisian trilinguals.

The data collected in these experiments allows
for the comparison of pronoun resolution bi-
ases between L1 and L2 speakers (comparing
the Dutch bilinguals and native English speak-
ers), adding what we might call ‘L3’ speakers
(the Dutch-Frisian trilinguals). Furthermore,
a comparison can be made for similar groups
acting as both L1 and L2 speakers (comparing
the Dutch bilinguals in the Dutch and English
experiments).

Materials

The verbs used in the experiments were se-
lected from the list of verbs that is shown in
appendix 2 of Hartshorne and Snedeker (2013).
From this comprehensive list, a smaller initial
selection was made consisting of all verbs that
matched the following criteria:

• NP1 verbs are those verbs that have an
object bias of 20% or lower

• NP2 verbs are those verbs that have an
object bias of 80% or higher

• Filler verbs are those verbs that have an
object bias of between 45% and 55%

This initial selection of verbs was then evalu-
ated to select those verbs which were deemed

most likely to be understood by the majority of
the participants. This evaluation left a final list
containing 12 verbs of each category. This final
list of verbs as was used in the experiments is
shown in appendix A. Note that these are only
English verbs. For the Dutch experiment, each
of the English sentences was directly translated,
keeping as much as possible the same structure
in each sentence.

In the experiments, 24 target items were
used, which consisted of 12 sentences contain-
ing NP1-biased verbs and 12 sentences contain-
ing NP2-biased verbs. Each of these 24 target
items had a version with ‘because’ and a ver-
sion with ‘so’. The target items were balanced
across four input lists.

Furthermore, 12 filler sentences with non-
biased verbs were used, once again with a
version for each connective. Finally four con-
trol sentences were used in which a difference
in gender between the subject and the object
made clear how the pronoun should be inter-
preted. Each of the input lists contained 12
filler sentences and all four control sentences.
All sentences can be found in appendix D.

Half the target and filler sentences used two
male names and the other half used two female
names. The names used in the sentences of the
English experiment were obtained from web-
sites listing “top baby names”2. The names
used in the sentences of the Dutch experiment
were obtained from a list of Dutch sentences
used in an earlier experiment (the names in
that list had been obtained from census infor-
mation, and were also deemed unambiguously
male or female).

In the experiments, the order in which the
sentences were presented as well as the order
of the possible interpretations of the pronoun
were randomized.

Participants

In total, 97 people participated in the experi-
ments. These consisted of 24 participants for
each of the English experiment versions and

2Both http://www.babynames.com/Names/Popular/ and http://www.babycenter.com/top-baby-names-2013/ were
consulted.
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25 for the Dutch experiment. All participants
who were determined not to be paying atten-
tion (as tested by the four unambiguous sen-
tences) were excluded from the data, leaving a
final number of 93 participants (52 were male;
age range 18 to 65, M = 25.7, SD = 7.8). No
information is available on participants’ ethnic
background, other than their reported native
language and whether or not they consider
themselves to be Frisian speakers3.

The participants of the experiments were
recruited from several resources. Most of the
Dutch and Dutch-Frisian participants were stu-
dents from Groningen and Utrecht (affiliated
with each city’s respective University or Uni-
versity of Applied Science). None of these
participants received compensation for partic-
ipating in the experiment. The native English
speakers were contracted through the Amazon
Mechanical Turk service4, receiving a small
compensation for their participation.

Experiment setup

Each of the experiments was programmed us-
ing a combination of PHP and CSS, creating
a set of web based experiments which were
subsequently placed online5. Participants of
the experiment required only an active internet
connection and a web browser of their own
choosing to participate in the experiments. The
web based nature of the experiments meant
that participation in the experiments was possi-
ble at all times and from anywhere, leaving the
participants in an unsupervised environment.
On average, the experiments took about ten
minutes to complete.

Experiment procedure

Each participant was asked to answer a few
questions regarding subjects such as their
native language, where they grew up, and
whether or not they spoke Frisian. If a par-

ticipant answered the latter question in the
affirmative, they were requested to leave an
email address on which they were to receive
an additional, slightly more extensive question-
naire about their Frisian background. After
submitting the questions, the participants were
subsequently presented with a digital form of
informed consent and a short instruction for
the experiment.

In the experiment itself, each participant
was presented with 40 forced choice questions
of the same form. Each of these questions con-
sisted of a partial sentence, followed by the
question “Who does ‘(s)he’ refer to?” and two
buttons (one each with the name of the subject
and the name of the object in the sentence). A
representation of such an experiment question
is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Example of an experiment question.

As the experiment focussed on finding the
pronoun resolution bias for each of the verbs,
each partial sentence was intentionally ambigu-
ous and either of the possible answers was
accepted. In order to give participants some

3Contact information was acquired for these participants with the intent of obtaining more information about their Frisian
proficiency.

4Amazon Mechanical Turk is a service which lets people perform HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks), in exchange for a set
reward.

5The experiment for the native English speakers was created in the Amazon Mechanical Turk service’s format.
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sense of accomplishment however, each answer
on a target sentence was compared to the ‘ex-
pected’ answer (i.e., the answer that, based on
biases found in previous research (Hartshorne
and Snedeker, 2013), was most likely to be
given by a native speaker) and at the end of
the experiment the participant was presented
with a percentage indicating how much of their
answers on target sentences were the same as
would be expected from a native speaker6.

IV. Results

Participants who made more than one er-
ror (e.g., selecting the male name when the
pronoun was female) in the disambiguation
sentences were excluded. The following fixed
factors were tested in the statistical analysis:

• Experiment – what experiment the par-
ticipant performed (e.g., Dutch speaker
performing a Dutch experiment)

• ExpLangNative – whether the partic-
ipant performed the experiment in
their native language (either ‘TRUE’ or
‘FALSE’)

• VerbBiasType – the expected bias of the
verb in the sentence (either ‘NP1’ or
‘NP2’)

• Connective – the connective used in the
sentence (either ‘because’ or ‘so’)

In addition to these fixed factors, the following
random factors were tested:

• Participant – the participant’s unique
identifier

• Verb – the verb used in the sentence

The dependent variable in all statistical analy-
ses was AnswerType, indicating whether the
participant chose the subject or object for a
particular question.

An initial examination of the data was per-
formed by determining the mean object re-
sponses split by verb bias and connective for
each experiment. These results are shown in
tables 1-4. In addition to this, the object re-
sponses for each of the individual verbs was
determined for each experiment. The exact
data for this is shown in appendix B. A visual
representation of the data is shown in figures 2
and 3.

Table 1: Overall object bias based on category
English/English experiment

Object bias (percentage)

because so

NP1 44% 51%
NP2 91% 23%

Table 2: Overall object bias based on category
Dutch/Dutch experiment

Object bias (percentage)

because so

NP1 38% 60%
NP2 91% 17%

The data obtained in the two native language
experiments shows that for each of the verbs,
the responses of the participants are quite con-
sistent between English and Dutch. All the
participants show clear reversal effects in sen-
tences with NP2-biased verbs when the con-
nective of the sentence is changed. The results
of the sentences with NP1-biased verbs are
not necessarily as expected7 based on the bi-
ases found in previous research (Hartshorne
and Snedeker (2013), see appendix A) – for En-
glish native speakers, only ‘impresses’, ‘over-
whelms’ and ‘scares’ show an object bias below
20%, while for Dutch native speakers only (the

6This was implemented in the experiments written for the study. Due to the limitations of the Amazon Mechanical Turk
service, native English speakers were not presented with such a percentage.

7NP1-biased verbs are expected to show low object bias with ‘because’ and high object bias with ‘so’. The reverse is true
for NP2-biased verbs.
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(a) Object bias percentages for each verb in the English/English experiment

(b) Object bias percentages for each verb in the Dutch/Dutch experiment

Figure 2: Native language experiments

translated versions of) ‘delights’, ‘disappoints’
and ‘enrages’ show an object bias below 20%.
Once again, however, most of these results are
quite consistent between the languages. No-
table in the results for NP1-biased verbs are
the reversed object biases for ‘amuses’ found
in the English/English experiment as opposed
to those found in the Dutch/Dutch experiment.
Additionally, the English/English experiment
shows equal values for each connective in the
case of ‘delights’, and values opposite to expec-
tations in the case of ‘excites’ and ‘frightens’.
The Dutch/Dutch experiment shows values
opposite to expecations in the case of ‘intim-

idates’, and show equal values for each con-
nective in the case of ‘teases’ (an NP2-biased
verb).

As stated in the introduction, the main ques-
tion of this study is whether participants use
implicit causality information at all when pro-
cessing the ambiguous sentences in their sec-
ond (or third) language. If this use of implicit
causality information is of greater importance
to L2 speakers, the object biases found in the
second language experiments will be stronger.
If implicit causality is instead universal to lan-
guage, the results of the second language ex-
periments will be consistent with the results
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(a) Object bias percentages for each verb in the English/Dutch experiment

(b) Object bias percentages for each verb in the English/Frisian experiment

Figure 3: Second language experiments

of the native language experiments. Alterna-
tively, if participants do not use implicit causal-
ity information in their second language, and
instead show a general preference for subject
antecedents or simply take a guess, the results
will show a clear difference between the native
and second language experiments.

Table 3: Overall object bias based on category
English/Dutch experiment

Object bias (percentage)

because so

NP1 33% 56%
NP2 86% 18%
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Table 4: Overall object bias based on category
English/Frisian experiment

Object bias (percentage)

because so

NP1 40% 60%
NP2 89% 25%

The data obtained in the second language ex-
periments, as shown in tables 3 and 4 as well
as figure 3, seems to be very consistent with
the data obtained in the native language ex-
periments. Notable in the results are values
opposite to expectations for ‘charms’ in both
the English/Dutch and English/Frisian exper-
iments, and for ‘enrages’ and ‘teases’ in the
English/Frisian experiment. The overall con-
sistency between the results of the native and
second language experiments suggests that par-
ticipants do make use of implicit causality in-
formation in their second language, rather then
guessing or applying a general strategy with
a preference for subject antecedents. Statisti-
cal analysis will show whether the effect of
implicit causality is greater for L2 speakers.

Statistical analysis

An initial baseline model with only Exper-
iment as a fixed factor was tested, which
showed no significant results. A second base-
line model with only ExperimentLanguageNa-
tive (either true or false) as a fixed factor, which
again showed no significant results. A maximal
model was then tested with the added factors
VerbBiasType and Connective and their inter-
action. This model was compared to models
with Random Slopes for these two factors, as
well as for Participant and Verb. In these mod-
els, the fixed effects are compared to a baseline
(Connective = because, VerbBiasType = NP1
and Experiment = Dutch/Dutch).

Models were compared using the AIC
(Akaike Information Criterion) values. The
maximally best model showed a significant
effect for VerbBiasType (z = -8.837, p ≤

0.001), Connective (z = -2.820, p ≤ 0.01)
and a significant interaction (z = 11.440, p
≤ 0.001). These results show that for NP1-
biased verbs, subject continuations were more
likely when the verb was combined with ‘be-
cause’, and significantly less likely when the
verb was combined with ‘so’. For NP2-biased
verbs, object continuations were more likely
when the verb was combined with ‘because’,
and significantly less likely when the verb was
combined with ‘so’. See the descriptive statis-
tics in table 5 (the final model is given in ap-
pendix C).

Table 5: Overall object bias based on category

Object bias (percentage)

because so

NP1 39% 57%
NP2 89% 21%

V. Discussion

General discussion

Results indicate that in the second language
experiments, participants make use of the im-
plicit causality information, as predicted based
on information found by Clahsen and Felser
(2006). In contrast to the expectations based
on this information, however, this use of im-
plicit causality information does not lead to an
increased pronoun resolution bias. Addition-
ally, none of the second language participant
groups showed evidence of a general prefer-
ence for subject antecedents, contrary to the
experiments performed by Ellert (2013) and
Sorace and Filiaci (2006). This suggests the
non-native participants could be advanced En-
glish speakers, a subject preference might have
been found with less advanced speakers. No
evidence was found for effects of increased cog-
nitive processing for trilinguals compared to
bilinguals, as may have been expected based
on Aparicio and Lavaur (2014).

Along with the use of the implicit causality
information, participants showed reversed res-
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olution biases between verbs combined with
the different connectives, as predicted by in-
formation found in Bebout et al. (1980). Most
of the NP2 verbs showed clear object biases
as expected from information found in Ferstl
et al. (2011) and Garvey and Caramazza (1974).
Results for the NP1 verbs did not show such
clear biases, even in the English/English exper-
iment.
The effects of implicit causality and the dif-
ferent connectives are shown most clearly in
the sentences with NP2-biased verbs, which
show great consistency with the expected ob-
ject biases for the verbs from Hartshorne and
Snedeker (2013), as well as clearly lower object
biases for sentences with ‘so’ for most of the
verbs (‘teases’ is a notable exception in all four
experiments). For sentences with NP1-biased
verbs, both the consistency with expected val-
ues and the connective effects are much less
present in the results.

Following the statistical analysis, no signifi-
cant differences were found between the object
biases found in the native and non-native ex-
periments. These results offer further support
for the view established in Hartshorne et al.
(2013) that implicit causality might be a cogni-
tive or linguistic universal.

Consistency of results

As is clear from the object bias percentages
that were determined for each of the NP1 and
NP2 verbs (as shown in appendix B), neither
of the four groups of participants show great
consistency with the object biases as found by
Hartshorne and Snedeker (2013). This is es-
pecially true in the case of NP1 verbs. For
this group of verbs, even the control group of
native English speakers did not show biases
consistent with earlier findings. In the case of
some verbs – such as ‘amuses’, ‘excites’ and
‘frightens’ in the English/English experiment
– the expected reversing effect of the choice of
connective did not show, causing for instance a
lower object bias with the use of ‘so’ combined
with an NP1 verb. In all experiments, NP2
verbs show greater consistency with the object

biases from Hartshorne and Snedeker (2013),
as well as overall stronger biases.

From the results it is not clear what could
have caused the difference between the object
biases found in this experiment and the biases
found in the source material. As this difference
seems to be fairly consistent across the differ-
ent groups of participants however, it may be
attributed to method of the experiments. Most
research on implicit causality utilizes either a
sentence completion task (Ferstl et al., 2011) or
a decision task with full sentences Hartshorne
et al. (2013), rather than the forced choice task
with partial sentences as implemented in the
present study. As implicit causality is consid-
ered to induce a continuation bias, a sentence
completion task might show clearer and more
consistent results. Additionally, sentence com-
pletion tasks are generally more cognitively
demanding, which means that results of such
a task might show more difference between
native and non-native speakers, for instance
showing the overall subject antecedent prefer-
ence found in Ellert (2013) and (Sorace and
Filiaci, 2006).

Further research

The research performed in the present study
can be repeated using a sentence completion
task rather than a forced choice task. This
may produce results more consistent with pre-
vious research (Hartshorne and Snedeker, 2013;
Ellert, 2013; Sorace and Filiaci, 2006), and may
show a difference between native and non-
native participants. In such an experiment,
the participants’ proficiency in their second
language should be assessed before the exper-
iment to ensure better similarity between the
different groups, and allow for exclusion or di-
vision of participants based on their proficiency.
As reported by Ellert (2013), the proficiency
of participants in their second language influ-
ences the strategies they utilize in second lan-
guage processing. In the present study, the par-
ticipants’ English proficiency was not assessed,
which caused some uncertainty concerning the
similarity of participants of a single group.
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Additionally, the group of Dutch-Frisian bilin-
guals identified themselves as Frisian speakers,
while their actual Frisian proficiency was not
assessed. Possible differences in proficiency
within the participants of the present study
could thus have influenced the results.

Although upscaling a research project will
not necessarily produce different results, in
the interests of research concerning a possible
cognitive or linguistic universal, it is recom-
mended to extend the present study to a larger
scale.

Such an extended research can include par-
ticipants with other native languages, running
experiments in both the native and second lan-
guage for all groups of participants. Addition-
ally, multiple second languages can be used
and, if such a selection of participants is avail-
able, one or more experiments can be run in
the participants’ third language. For such an
extended research, it is again recommended to
use a sentence completions task rather than a
forced choice task.

Conclusions

Examination of the data collected in the four
experiments leads to several conclusions. Re-
sults show good consistency in object bi-
ases found for the participants of the native
language experiments (English/English and
Dutch/Dutch), as shown in figures 2 and 3.
These results seem to confirm the findings of
Hartshorne et al. (2013) concerning the con-
sistency of implicit causality across various
languages. The sentences used in the Dutch
version of the experiment contain exactly trans-
lated verbs and connectives compared to the
English version of the experiment. This means
that from the results of these experiments, we
can conclude that Dutch stimulus-experiencer
verbs (the type of verbs used in the experi-
ments) show implicit causality biases that are
consistent with the biases of their English coun-
terparts.

In addition to this confirmation of the ear-
lier findings, the results of the present study
suggest that the participants make use of the

implicit causality information in their second
or third language in the same way as they
make use of this information in their native lan-
guage. Participants also show the same connec-
tive effects in both languages. The suggestion
that in second language parsing, participants
may show a general preference for subject an-
tecedents, either because of the application of
a more general strategy (Ellert, 2013) or greater
cognitive load (Sorace and Filiaci, 2006) is not
supported by the results of the present study.

Finally, the consistency of implicit causality
biases between different languages found in
the results of the present study, which is in line
with the findings of (Hartshorne et al., 2013),
supports the view expressed by Hartshorne
et al. that implicit causality information may
be a cognitive or linguistic universal.
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A. Verb object biases from literature

As stated in the method section, verbs for use in the experiment were selected from the appendix
2 of Hartshorne and Snedeker (2013). For each of the verbs used in the experiment, table 6 shows
the object bias percentage as found in Hartshorne and Snedeker (2013).

All verbs with an object bias less than or equal to 20% are NP1 verbs, all verbs with an object
bias greater than or equal to 80% are NP2 verbs, and all other verbs (with an object bias between
45% and 55%) are filler verbs.

The Dutch translations of the verbs as used in the Dutch experiments are shown in brackets
after each verb.

Table 6: Object bias percentages per verb, as found in Hartshorne and Snedeker (2013)

Verb Object bias Verb Object bias

NP1 verbs
amuses (amuseert) 18% frightens (verschrikt) 19%
charms (charmeert) 20% impresses (imponeert) 15%
delights (verheugt) 19% inspires (inspireert) 19%
disappoints (stelt teleur) 16% intimidaties (intimideert) 17%
enrages (maakt woedend) 17% overwhelms (overweldigt) 18%
exciteer (prikkelt) 20% scores (maakt bang) 13%

NP2 verbs
admires (bewondert) 89% loves (houdt van) 86%
adores (adoreert) 88% respects (respecteert) 84%
dislikes (vindt niet aardig) 89% teases (plaagt) 80%
fears (vreest) 85% trusts (vertrouwt) 85%
hates (haat) 85% values (waardeert) 86%
likes (vindt aardig) 87% worships (aanbidt) 84%

Filler verbs
comforts (troost) 46% numbs (verstomt) 45%
crushes (verplettert) 52% relieves (lost af) 50%
demoralizes (demoraliseert) 50% scandalizes (choqueert) 48%
engages (werft) 51% shames (beschaamt) 53%
humbles (vernedert) 49% terrorizes (terroriseert) 48%
moves (ontroert) 53% tickles (kietelt) 52%
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B. Verb object bias as found in experiment

Table 7: Object bias per verb for the native language experiments

Object bias (percentage)

English/English Dutch/Dutch
Verb because so Verb because so

NP1

amuses 75% 42%

NP1

amuses 50% 90%
charms 58% 67% charms 43% 70%
deligths 58% 58% delights 21% 40%
disappoints 50% 67% disappoints 21% 60%
enrages 58% 75% enrages 21% 70%
excites 75% 67% excites 43% 60%
frightens 42% 17% frightens 40% 43%
impresses 8% 42% impresses 30% 50%
inspires 42% 50% inspires 40% 64%
intimidates 33% 42% intimidates 80% 57%
overwhelms 8% 42% overwhelms 40% 64%
scares 17% 42% scares 40% 64%

NP2

admires 92% 33%

NP2

admires 100% 17%
adores 100% 25% adores 100% 0%
dislikes 92% 25% dislikes 100% 0%
fears 92% 17% fears 92% 25%
hates 92% 17% hates 92% 25%
likes 100% 17% likes 92% 8%
loves 75% 17% loves 92% 17%
respects 100% 8% respects 100% 17%
teases 75% 50% teases 58% 58%
trusts 100% 33% trusts 92% 8%
values 83% 17% values 83% 0%
worships 92% 17% worships 92% 25%

Table 8: Means and standard deviations for the native language experiments

Mean and standard deviation (percentage)

English/English Dutch/Dutch
Category Mean SD Category Mean SD

NP1/because 44% 22.35% NP1/because 38% 15.52
NP1/so 51% 15.69% NP1/so 60% 12.70%
NP2/because 91% 8,68% NP2/because 91% 11.12%
NP2/so 23% 10.72% NP2/so 17% 15.55%
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Table 9: Object bias per verb for the second language experiments

Object bias (percentage)

English/Dutch English/Frisian
Verb because so Verb because so

NP1

amuses 50% 60%

NP1

amuses 38% 67%
charms 62% 40% charms 46% 44%
deligths 12% 67% delights 46% 78%
disappoints 38% 47% disappoints 23% 67%
enrages 25% 60% enrages 69% 56%
excites 25% 53% excites 46% 78%
frightens 47% 75% frightens 33% 46%
impresses 7% 25% impresses 22% 54%
inspires 33% 88% inspires 44% 85%
intimidates 33% 62% intimidates 44% 54%
overwhelms 33% 62% overwhelms 22% 62%
scares 33% 38% scares 33% 38%

NP2

admires 90% 23%

NP2

admires 90% 33%
adores 90% 15% adores 100% 22%
dislikes 80% 15% dislikes 85% 33%
fears 92% 10% fears 78% 15%
hates 92% 0% hates 100% 15%
likes 80% 15% likes 92% 33%
loves 85% 0% loves 67% 0%
respects 92% 20% respects 100% 23%
teases 69% 50% teases 56% 69%
trusts 100% 23% trusts 100% 0%
values 90% 23% values 92% 11%
worships 77% 20% worships 89% 38%

Table 10: Means and standard deviations for the second language experiments

Mean and standard deviation (percentage)

English/Dutch English/Frisian
Category Mean SD Category Mean SD

NP1/because 33% 14.71% NP1/because 40% 12.92%
NP1/so 56% 16.43% NP1/so 60% 14.12%
NP2/because 86% 8.13% NP2/because 89% 13.53%
NP2/so 18% 12.40% NP2/so 25% 18.14%
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C. Statistical analysis

The code in figure 4 shows the final maximal model tested in the statistical analysis. Table 11
shows the significance of the fixed effects in the model. ‘Connective: so’ and ‘VerbBiasType: NP2’
and their interaction are compared to a baseline for which VerbBiasType = NP1 and Connective
= because. The three experiments mentioned in the table (English/Dutch, English/Frisian and
English/English) were compared to the Dutch/Dutch experiment as a baseline.

Figure 4: Final maximal model

Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace Approximation)
[’glmerMod’]

Formula: AnswerType ~ Connective * VerbBiasType + Experiment + (1 + Connective +
VerbBiasType | id) + (1 + Connective + VerbBiasType | Verb)

Table 11: Significance of fixed factors

Fixed effects Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)

(Intercept)8 0.54095 0.29971 1.805 0.0711 .
Connective: so -0.89981 0.31909 -2.820 0.0048 **
VerbBiasType: NP2 -3.22766 0.36526 -8.837 <2e-16 ***
Experiment: English/Dutch 0.21017 0.25154 0.836 0.4034
Experiment: English/Frisian -0.08990 0.25163 -0.357 0.7209
Experiment: English/English -0.06544 0.24923 -0.263 0.7929
Connective:So;VBType:NP2 5.31267 0.46441 11.440 <2e-16 ***

Signif. codes: 0 ’***’ 0.001 ’**’ 0.01 ’*’ 0.05 ’.’ 0.1 ’ ’ 1

8Connective = ‘because’, VerbBiasType = ‘NP1’
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D. Sentences used in experiments

Table 12 shows all sentences used in the English experiments, whereas table 13 shows all sentences
used in the Dutch experiment. Sentences 1-12 contain NP2-biased verbs and sentences 13-24
contain NP1-biased verbs (combined with ‘because’ in a and with ‘so’ in b). Sentences 30-53 are
fillers and sentences 70-71d are disambiguation sentences used as an attention criterium.

Table 12: Sentences used in the English experiments

ID Sentence ID Sentence

1a Jacob admires Aaron because he 15b Andrew delights Nathan so he
2a Chloe likes Olivia because she 16b Sophie disappoints Eva so she
3a Michael values Ron because he 17b Adam enrages Bill so he
4a Charlotte trusts Samantha because she 18b Lucy excites Jasmine so she
5a John adores Ethan because he 19b Kevin frightens Robert so he
6a Kate dislikes Amy because she 20b Amanda impresses Rachel so she
7a Daniel fears Matthew because he 21b Ben inspires Justin so he
8a Ashley hates Nicole because she 22b Laura intimidates Hannah so she
9a James loves Harry because he 23b Brian overwhelms Joseph so he
10a Anna respects Jennifer because she 24b Lily scares Sarah so she
11a Lucas teases Jack because he 30f George comforts Oliver because he
12a Rebecca worships Emily because she 31f Mia crushes Ella because she
1b Jacob admires Aaron so he 32f Henry engages Nicholas because he
2b Chloe likes Olivia so she 33f Natalie humbles Maya because she
3b Michael values Ron so he 34f Max moves Sebastian because he
4b Charlotte trusts Samantha so she 35f Nora relieves Molly because she
5b John adores Ethan so he 36f Thomas shames Christopher because he
6b Kate dislikes Amy so she 37f Julia terrorizes Vivian because she
7b Daniel fears Matthew so he 38f Leo tickles Jason because he
8b Ashley hates Nicole so she 39f Bella scandalizes Claire because she
9b James loves Harry so he 40f Zack demoralizes Theo because he
10b Anna respects Jennifer so she 41f Stella numbs Grace because she
11b Lucas teases Jack so he 42f George comforts Oliver so he
12b Rebecca worships Emily so she 43f Mia crushes Ella so she
13a David amuses Joshua because he 44f Henry engages Nicholas so he
14a Jessica charms Emma because she 45f Natalie humbles Maya so she
15a Andrew delights Nathan because he 46f Max moves Sebastian so he
16a Sophie disappoints Eva because she 47f Nora relieves Molly so she
17a Adam enrages Bill because he 48f Thomas shames Christopher so he
18a Lucy excites Jasmine because she 49f Julia terrorizes Vivian so she
19a Kevin frightens Robert because he 50f Leo tickles Jason so he
20a Amanda impresses Rachel because she 51f Bella scandalizes Claire so she
21a Ben inspires Justin because he 52f Zack demoralizes Theo so he
22a Laura intimidates Hannah because she 53f Stella numbs Grace so she
23a Brian overwhelms Joseph because he 70d Sam likes Miranda because he
24a Lily scares Sarah because she 71d Seth fears Mary because she
13b David amuses Joshua so he 72d Ruby excites Felix so he
14b Jessica charms Emma so she 73d Arianna impresses Owen so she
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Table 13: Sentences used in the Dutch experiment

ID Sentence ID Sentence

1a Oscar bewondert Kevin omdat hij 15b Otto verheugt Wouter dus hij
2a Susan vindt Kim aardig omdat zij 16b Claire stelt Lisa teleur dus zij
3a Pieter waardeert Beau omdat hij 17b Ruben maakt Mike woedend dus hij
4a Julia vertrouwt Floor omdat zij 18b Noor prikkelt Maaike dus zij
5a Aaron adoreert Martin omdat hij 19b Thomas verschrikt Robert dus hij
6a Femke vindt Iris niet aardig omdat zij 20b Joyce imponeert Petra dus zij
7a Edwin vreest Patrick omdat hij 21b Bram inspireert Mark dus hij
8a Gwen haat Karin omdat zij 22b Els intimideert Hannah dus zij
9a Albert houdt van Berend omdat hij 23b Casper overweldigt Frank dus hij
10a Britt respecteert Daphne omdat zij 24b Chantal maakt Wendy bang dus zij
11a Johan plaagt Stefan omdat hij 30f Jeroen troost Lars omdat hij
12a Roos aanbidt Manon omdat zij 31f Agnes verplettert Ilse omdat zij
1b Oscar bewondert Kevin dus hij 32f Michiel werft Sven omdat hij
2b Susan vindt Kim aardig dus zij 33f Dorien vernedert Marleen omdat zij
3b Pieter waardeert Beau dus hij 34f Hendrik ontroert Nick omdat hij
4b Julia vertrouwt Floor dus zij 35f Eva lost Nienke af omdat zij
5b Aaron adoreert Martin dus hij 36f Willem beschaamt Niels omdat hij
6b Femke vindt Iris niet aardig dus zij 37f Judith terroriseert Sandra omdat zij
7b Edwin vreest Patrick dus hij 38f Jacob kietelt Rolf omdat hij
8b Gwen haat Karin dus zij 39f Esther choqueert Lotte omdat zij
9b Albert houdt van Berend dus hij 40f Maarten demoraliseert Tom omdat hij
10b Britt respecteert Daphne dus zij 41f Tessa verstomt Rosa omdat zij
11b Johan plaagt Stefan dus hij 42f Jeroen troost Lars dus hij
12b Roos aanbidt Manon dus zij 43f Agnes verplettert Ilse dus zij
13a Richard amuseert Paul omdat hij 44f Michiel werft Sven dus hij
14a Maud charmeert Emma omdat zij 45f Dorien vernedert Marleen dus zij
15a Otto verheugt Wouter omdat hij 46f Hendrik ontroert Nick dus hij
16a Claire stelt Lisa teleur omdat zij 47f Eva lost Nienke af dus zij
17a Ruben maakt Mike woedend omdat hij 48f Willem beschaamt Niels dus hij
18a Noor prikkelt Maaike omdat zij 49f Judith terroriseert Sandra dus zij
19a Thomas verschrikt Robert omdat hij 50f Jacob kietelt Rolf dus hij
20a Joyce imponeert Petra omdat zij 51f Esther choqueert Lotte dus zij
21a Bram inspireert Mark omdat hij 52f Maarten demoraliseert Tom dus hij
22a Els intimideert Hannah omdat zij 53f Tessa verstomt Rosa dus zij
23a Casper overweldigt Frank omdat hij 70d Hugo vindt Anouk aardig omdat hij
24a Chantal maakt Wendy bang omdat zij 71d Daan vreest Carmen omdat zij
13b Richard amuseert Paul dus hij 72d Anna prikkelt Lucas dus hij
14b Maud charmeert Emma dus zij 73d Linda imponeert Kees dus zij
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